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Younghi Pagh-Paan is an internationally renowned contemporary Korean-German 

composer. While her music has been strongly influenced by German contemporary musical 

aesthetics, her compositions also possess Korean musical and cultural influences. In her works, 

Pagh-Paan employs Western instruments and musical languages that incorporate contemporary 

techniques such as vibratos, flatter tonguing, pitch bends, and legato glissandi. These effects are 

thought to imitate the sounds created by traditional Korean instruments.  Man-Nam I, for clarinet 

and string trio, was the second work that Pagh-Paan composed following her move from Korea 

to Germany. The piece includes many sounds representative of traditional Korean instruments, 

along with significant symbolism of the sociological background, culture and history of Korean 

people.  The study of Man-Nam I focuses on unraveling hidden elements of Korean traditional 

music and culture, and addresses the need for the performers to understand its rich Korean 

influences in order to reach a deeper interpretation of Pagh-Paan’s work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the study 

 Younghi Pagh-Paan (b. 1945) is an internationally renowned Korean-German 

contemporary composer. A well-known work by Pagh-Paan is Man-Nam I, a one-movement 

work in four sections for clarinet and string trio. When listening to Man-Nam I, one may initially 

associate the work with German contemporary musical aesthetics. However, a deeper analysis 

unravels the fact that a number of Korean musical and cultural characteristics are present in the 

score. These include the use of sounds that relate to traditional Korean instruments, and the 

historic and social backgrounds that are indirectly expressed through Pagh-Paan’s own 

compositional style.1 

  The purpose of this study is 1) to explore the Korean elements, both musical and 

cultural, that are expressed in Man-Nam I, and 2) to provide a practical performance guide that 

will allow musicians to reach a more informed and authentic interpretation of the work. The 

study will also focus on examining the relationship between traditional Korean instruments and 

Western instruments, especially the clarinet, in regard to sound and technique, in a way that non-

Korean musicians will be able to become familiar with these Korean instruments.  

 In Pagh-Paan’s compositions, Korean musical traits and cultural influences are 

combined with Western contemporary music. This eclectic mix of styles and cultures can be 

perceived in many of Pagh-Paan’s works, and Man-Nam I is no exception. As in many of her 

other works, it has a Korean title. This can be attributed to the fact that in her music, she 

generally tries to create a connection back to her native country. While the choice of language 

                                                
 1 Email interview with Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, October 28, 2015). 
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for the title and the inspiration for the work has obvious origins, there are other Korean cultural 

and musical aspects that are not evident upon first hearing the work. 

 A more profound study of the score, however, reveals the presence of several Korean 

musical elements. According to the composer, the clarinet’s sound is reminiscent of three 

traditional Korean wind instruments: Piri, Daegeum, and Taepyeongso.2 In addition, the final 

section of the piece features the cello playing a rhythmic pizzicato pattern characteristic of the 

Korean drum Janggu.3 In order to achieve a proper and successful interpretation of the work, it 

is essential for performers to have knowledge of the traditional Korean instruments that inspired 

the piece.  

 

1.2  Need for the study 

 Pagh-Paan’s works are seldom played or studied in the United States, contrasting the 

success and frequency of performance her compositions have seen in Germany and other 

European and Asian countries. The research I have pursued will encourage more of her music to 

be performed in the United States. The study of a piece like Man-Nam I, which focuses on 

unraveling the hidden aspects of Korean traditional music and culture, can be an asset for 

performers aiming to reach a deeper interpretation of Pagh-Paan’s works. The study includes 

first-hand information from the composer herself by way of an interview she was kind enough to 

grant me. This is an invaluable primary source that is very helpful in reaching an enhanced 

understanding of the composer’s philosophical and cultural background, particularly for English 

speaking musicians. 

                                                
 2 Email interview with Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, October 28, 2015). 
 3 Younghi Pagh-Paan, “Man-Nam I for clarinet, violin, viola and violincello (1977),” trans. Richard Toop, 
accessed October 30, 2015, http://www.pagh-paan.com/dsp.php?en,3,0,2,1. 
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 Email conversations with the composer have also provided much information about 

Man-Nam I. Pagh-Paan’s background in composing the piece and her thoughts on the clarinet 

can facilitate a more reliable interpretation. In particular, her own thoughts on the role of the 

clarinet and how it compares to Korean wind instruments illustrate the kind of sounds she had in 

mind when writing the piece. Her own understanding of the work’s meaning have deepened and 

evolved in the forty years since its composition.4  

Questions directed to Pagh-Paan:  

- How do you think about the sound of the clarinet? 

- What kinds of Korean musical instruments do you compare to the clarinet? 

- In your comment about Man-Nam I, you mention, “a cultural shock between two 

centuries.” How did you express this in your music?  

- Given the fact that you are a Korean citizen, tell me about your own personal experiences 

during the period in which you composed Man-Nam I in Germany. 

- You were influenced by the poem Longing Mother by Sa-Im-Dang Shin. Does it have 

any special meaning for you? How does the poem contribute to the music directly? 

- Did you intentionally use Korean musical ideas as you composed Man-Nam I? If so, what 

factors did you apply? 

- What inspired you when you composed Man-Nam I? 

- Do you have a favorite composer? 

- What about this composer inspired you the most? 

 My conversations with the composer are a useful resource through which numerous 

aspects of Man-Nam I can be more properly valued and understood. The work has been 

                                                
 4  Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, September 17, 2015).  
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performed in Europe and South Korea numerous times. However, as mentioned above, in the 

United States, her music is still not well known and almost never performed. As such, this study 

will aim to be a scholarly contribution that presents information on musical literature from an 

internationally renowned living composer that is little known in this country. 
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     CHAPTER 2 

THE COMPOSER, YOUNGHI PAGH-PAAN 

 Younghi Pagh-Paan is very well known and active in Germany. While at the time there 

are many female composers of Korean origin working in Europe, her appointment as Professor 

of Composition at the Hochschule für Künste in Bremen (1994-2004) was very significant, as it 

was the first appointment of a woman composition professor in a German speaking country.  

 Pagh-Paan integrates cultural and musical influences from both Korea and Germany into 

her music. Liza Lim’s review of her piece Nim, for large orchestra, states: “Pagh-Paan’s music is 

not just Korean music but it is between North-East-Asian and Germanic-European concepts of 

time.”5 Her music suggests underlying Korean cultural and musical ideas that are built upon 

German contemporary musical formations.  

 

2.1 Biography and Korean Musical Influences   

 Pagh-Paan was born in 1945 and grew up in Cheongju, South Korea. Her hometown is a 

small traditional city located in the central part of the country. During her formative years, she 

had numerous opportunities to hear various types of Korean traditional music, namely vocal and 

instrumental folk songs such as Nongak,6 Pansori7 and shaman rituals.8 Her father often took 

her to a traditional outdoor marketplace, where she also listened to Nongak, Pansori and Sa-mul-

                                                
 5 Liza Lim. “Composers about composers” in G. Ricordi & Co.- March 13, 2014. Available at 
http://www.ricordi.de/en-US/News/2014/03/Lim-about-Pagh-Paan.aspx (accessed February 1, 2016). 
 6 John O. Robison. Korean Women Composers and Their Music. (Missoula, MT: The College Music 
Society, 2012), 378. “Nongak: The term for farmer’s band music, focusing heavily on percussion (kkwaenggwari, 
jing, buk, janggo) but possibly including wind instruments such as the taepyeongso.”  
 7 Ibid. “Pansori: A dramatic vocal genre including song, narration, and miming gestures, sung by either a 
solo male or female singer and accompanied by a buk drummer.”  
 8 Ibid., 319. 
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no-li.9 In addition, her father used to play Danso (a small vertical flute) and read traditional 

poems to her. As a young girl, Pagh-Paan learned to appreciate and love traditional Korean 

music.  

 Pagh-Paan’s father passed away when she was eleven years old, and this was a very 

difficult time for her. Her older sister began to teach her piano as a way to comfort her. This was 

Pagh-Paan’s first contact with Western music. A year after she started learning piano, she 

composed her first song, using the words of a poem she wrote. Other short pieces, songs and 

piano solos that soon followed were composed for her father, who she imagined, was always 

present, listening to her works.10 Her exposure to Western music continued when she began 

listening to orchestra performances on the radio. She would try to write down what she heard, 

and this obviously helped her develop tremendous listening and analytical skills later in life.11 

During this period, it was not easy to go to the concert hall, especially in small cities. She was 

not able to attend live performances of orchestral music, so listening to concerts on the radio was 

the only option she had to experience this type of music. 

 In 1965, she moved to Seoul to study composition at Seoul National University, where 

she earned both her BM and MM degrees, in 1971. During her studies there, Pagh-Paan became 

frustrated with the curriculum of the school. She felt that the composition faculty simply 

followed the style of Western composers, and teachers were not interested in helping students 

develop an individual style. Howard says in his book, Creating Korean Music, “she (Pagh-Paan) 

                                                
 9 Ibid., 379. “Samul nori: Derived from farmer’s music (nongak), this was first introduced in Seoul in 
1978. The ensemble consists of two drums (janggu, buk) and two metal percussion instruments (jing, 
kkwaenggwari). The rhythmic style is quite infectious, involving multiple rhythmic layers and rhythmic 
acceleration.” 
 10 Stefanie Grote. “Heimat und Fremde in meiner Musik. Interview mit der Komponistin Younghi Pagh-
Paan” in Magazin Kultur Korea. Available at http://www.kulturkorea.org/de/magazin-kultur-korea/aktuelle-
beitraege/heimat-und-fremde-in-meiner-musik.html (accessed January 22, 2016). 
 11 Ibid. 
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had post-colonial Korean philosophy to draw on, and grew up as Koreans began to explore their 

national identity and as calls increased for the urgent preservation of intangible culture. It was a 

time when the Korean folk heritage was being rediscovered, defying the standard notion of top-

down cultural filtration.”12 In order to overcome this situation, around 1968 she decided to begin 

studying traditional Korean music and instruments, as she thought this would help her become 

more familiar with her musical roots. Furthermore, she realized that Korean culture and music 

could be linked with Western Music.13 Eventually, Pagh-Paan considered moving to Germany, a 

country that provided her with opportunities to develop her musical ideas and merge Korean and 

Western traditions. 

 

2.2  Biography and German Musical Influences      

 Pagh-Paan received a scholarship from the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst 

(German Academic Exchange Service) and immigrated to Germany in 1974. She began to study 

composition with Klaus Huber, analysis with Brian Ferneyhough, theory with Peter Förtig, and 

piano with Edith Picht-Axenfeld at the Hochschule für Musik in Freiburg. In 1980, she 

completed her studies with degrees in composition and theory. 

 At the beginning of her stay in Germany, Pagh-Paan struggled with language and 

cultural barriers. The constant exposure to Western music was also a challenge. This 

notwithstanding, she tried to reflect her emotions and thoughts in her works. Her first piece, 

titled Dreisam-Nore for solo flute, was composed in 1975. This was followed by Man-Nam I for 

clarinet and string trio, in 1977. Man-Nam I received first prize at the Boswil Composition 

                                                
 12 Keith Howard. Creating Korean Music: Tradition, Innovation and the Discourse of Identity 
Perspectives on Korean Music Volume 2 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006), 141. 
 13 Robison. Korean Women Composers and their Music, 319. 
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Competition in Switzerland in 1978. The following year, she was awarded first prize in the 

UNESCO International Rostrum of Composers in Paris and the City of Stuttgart Composition 

Prize in 1979. She was also commissioned by the Donaueschinger Musiktage Festival to 

compose three works: Sori for orchestra (1980), Nim for orchestra (1987) and In luce ambulemus 

for tenor solo and orchestra (2007). The successful premieres of these pieces led the publisher 

Ricordi Berlin to offer her a publishing contract for her compositions.14 

 In terms of her compositional influences, Pagh-Paan considers Anton Webern (1883-

1945) as a great source of inspiration. She stated that hearing Webern’s music equated to 

“listening to Asian paintings.” She also considered Man-Nam I to be closely related to Webern’s 

compositional style.15 In addition, Pagh-Paan’s constant search to develop her own musical 

language finally allowed her to envision the creation of a technique known as “mother chord;” 

this was inspired by Olivier Messiaen’s “mode,” which she had studied deeply and systemically 

for many years.16 In an interview that appears in En-Soo Kang’s dissertation, The Voice Within 

Myself, Pagh-Paan discussed the creation and development of the “mother chord.”  

 Korean music, like most Asian music, lacks a vertical or blocked chord system; 
 horizontal heterophony forms the basis for the Korean harmonic system. However, 
 Pagh-Paan thought that “harmony” in Korean music should be understood as a type 
 of “emptiness” in the sound created by different intervals, rather than cataloguing it as a 
 systemized pitch collection derived from Western music. Thus, she tried to fill “empty 
 places” with her own harmonic system, or “mother chords”…this technique is used 
 throughout her compositions, and is guided by a certain rule that the highest and lowest 
 notes are fixed, but the inner sounds are moving through the regulated use of three 
 different components: Rotation, Reverse and Transposition.17 

 

                                                
 14 En-Soo Kang. “Composer Younghi Pagh-Paan Gives Music Lovers a Reason to Smile” in Koreana 
Vol. 23, No.3 (Seoul, Korea: Korean Art & Culture, 2009), 66. 
 15 Email interview with Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, October 28, 2015). 
 16 En-Soo Kang. The Voice Within Myself (Seoul, Korea: Yesol, 2009), 57. 
 17 Ibid., 57-58, translated from Korean into English by Kiryang Kim. 
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 Pagh-Paan also explains her extensive exploration of the tone cluster in connection with 

Korean music: 

 In all pieces I start from a chordal structure that I judge as closely as possible by ear and 
 arrange in the overall sound space; this becomes the sonic and atmospheric structure of 
 the entire piece…. Starting from a mother chord (or several related chords), I attempt to 
 trace an internally vibrating sound space by subjecting this chord structure to a constant 
 stream of changes – in Nun, for example, through a permutation of vertical intervals in 
 which the highest and lowest notes remain constant. The harmonic field is static on the 
 one hand, and in constant flux on the other. But this already brings the sonic form of 
 these chord sequences very close to a timbral phenomenon.18 
 

 Her first teaching position was at the Conservatory in Graz (1991) and then in Karlsruhe 

from 1992 to 1993. Finally, in 1994, she was appointed Professor of Composition at the 

Hochschule für Künste in Bremen, where she founded the Atelier Neue Musik (New Music 

Studio). As an educator and composer, she has been constantly working and supporting students 

who desire to be new music leaders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
 18 Ji Hyun Son. Pagh-Paan’s No-ul: Korean Identity Formation as Synthesis of Eastern and Western 
Music. (DMA Dissertation, The City University of New York, 2015), 92. 
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CHAPTER III 

KOREAN CULTURAL AND MUSICAL INFLUENCES ON MAN-NAM I 

 Several early works that Pagh-Paan wrote before 1980 seem to portray very personal 

feelings such as longing, fear and isolation; these are reflective of the challenges she faced while 

adapting to European culture and life. Man-Nam I (1977) is an example of one of these works, 

along with Dreisam Nore for solo flute (1975) and Sori for orchestra (1979). Pagh-Paan stated 

that she was shocked by the differences between Korea and Germany, and how she had to adapt 

to a new and very different life.19 Despite its German influence, Man-Nam I is imbued with a 

Korean spirit. In the composer’s words, “I composed Man-Nam I for over a year as if I was 

putting my whole life into it.”20 Pagh-Paan also wrote, “I attempted to develop an encounter 

between the two cultural worlds in order to overcome the culture shock I was experiencing.”21  

 Even though Pagh-Paan’s musical language was influenced by her involvement with 

Western music and her studies in Germany, an analysis of her background and culture, based on 

her Korean roots, is necessary to fully understand her music. She reflected this idea when she 

stated, “I want to be able to rely on one thing: that I won’t write any music which takes me away 

from what is still present within me to this day as the root of our culture.”22 

 

3.1  Poem 

 Man-Nam I was inspired by a Korean poem titled Longing Mother (思親). It was 

written by Sa-Im-Dang Shin (1504-1551), a poet, writer, and mother of an important scholar 

named Yulgok. In the poem, Shin moves to Seoul to live after getting married, and reminisces 
                                                
 19 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage (accessed March 2, 2016).  
 20 Ibid.  
 21 Younghi Pagh-Paan. Man-Nam I (Berlin: Ricordi, 1977), i. 
 22 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
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about her mother who lives far away, in a city called Gangneung. Pagh-Paan also missed her 

mother very much when she was in Germany. She composed Man-Nam I in honor of her 

mother’s seventieth birthday.   

Figure 3.1. Poem Longing Mother (思親) 23 

 

Over heavy rocks and mountains, my home is far away  
I yearn to return, awake or asleep, even in my dreams 
A full moon in a pine pavilion 
A gust of wind nearing Gyeongpodae 
When white herons flock and scatter in the sand 
When fishing boats ascend and descend over the sea 
Wondering when I can step on the road back to Gangneung 
Wondering when I can sit and sew rainbow clothes to wear 24 

 

 To summarize, the author in the poem wishes to return to her mother, even if it is just in 

a dream. In particular, the second line of the poem was of great importance to Pagh-Paan, as she 

used its ideas for the sectional titles in Man-Nam I. The specific headings of these are listed 

below. It is important to note, however, that while written Korean language developed during the 

reign of King Sejong, in 1446, literary and artistic documents written in the sixteenth-century 

                                                
 23 “Longing Mother” in Naver. Available at: 
http://terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=1982768&cid=41708&categoryId=41730 (accessed January 19, 2016).  
 24 Translated from Korean to English by Hyejin Jung and Elly Lee.  
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still employed Chinese characters. The titles and translations of the four sections in Man-Nam I 

are: 1) 歸心 (귀심, Kwishim), “longing for home;” 2) 長在 (장재, Jangjae), “always staying 

along;” 3) 夢魂 (몽혼, Monghon), “a spirit that appears in dreams;” and 4) 中 (중, Joong), “in 

the middle.”25 

  

3.2 Historical/cultural background of Man-Nam I 

 Although many of her compositions follow various traditional Western musical genres 

such as opera, vocal, and instrumental music, Pagh-Paan uses Korean titles for most of her 

pieces. In the case of the work in question for this research, the term Man-Nam can be translated 

as “encounter” in English. Korean language, however, can be difficult to properly translate as 

words often express a more profound meaning or have certain external associations. The English 

definitions of “encounter” are: “1: a meeting face-to-face and often by chance, 2: an often 

unexpected experience.”26 To Koreans, however, Man-Nam has an additional, inner meaning. 

As expressed in the poem, the author was hoping to meet her mother, but this was not easy to 

achieve because of Korea’s unique culture. For instance, Korean women generally became 

estranged from their parents when they left to marry, as was the case with Shin, the author of the 

poem. This was a longstanding tradition, but nonetheless it was something that deeply affected 

women’s lives. As such, the definition of “encounter” in this case also involves the fact that 

being able to meet was rather difficult. As a Korean, I would define the inner meaning of Man-

Nam as a type of hope or longing that is closely related to the historical and cultural background 

of my country. 
                                                
 25 Keith Howard. Creating Korean Music: Tradition, Innovation and the Discourse of Identity 
Perspectives on Korean Music, Volume 2 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006), 143.  
 26 “Encounter” in Merriam-Webster. Available at: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/encounter 
(accessed March 5, 2016). 
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 Korea has unfortunately experienced a number of tragic episodes throughout its history. 

Because the country is located between China and Japan, it has been invaded many times by both 

of those countries. This can be related to the topic at hand by noting that, for example, during the 

Japanese colonial period or the Korean War, “encounters” have not always been pleasant for 

Korean people. One of the meanings of “encounter,” as mentioned earlier, is to meet other 

people. However, in Korea some might view certain “encounters” as being impossible, or 

undesirable. For example, the “hope” to reunite with North Korea after the Korean War (1950-

1953),27 more than 60 years ago, has been unsuccessful, leaving a divided nation. This tragedy 

caused families to disperse and split apart, and many people were unable to go home. The war 

also separated people who had different ideologies, and several generations have now suffered 

the consequences of this armed conflict. Although it is impossible at this time, Koreans hope that 

some day, reunification of both nations as one can be achieved. 

 As noted previously, “encounter” can also refer to “longing.” During the Japanese 

colonial era (1910-1945), there was a suppression of Korean language, culture, and religion. As a 

result, Korean people lost their identity and freedom. Also during this period, many Koreans 

were killed or taken prisoners by the Japanese. It was a very difficult time for many families who 

did not know if their loved ones were alive or not. For those who were separated or lost a 

member of their family, longing for a meeting was impossible at that time.   

 Despite the fact that Pagh-Paan left her country by her own choice more than forty years 

ago to further her studies in Germany, she has always expressed a sense of longing for her 

mother and her country. This substantiates the fact that the meaning of Man-Nam cannot be fully 

explained or expressed solely by the word “encounter”. She stated, “It also symbolizes longing, 
                                                
 27 “Korean War is finished with the Agreement of Armistice, in 1953; however, North and South Korea 
are technically still at war.”  
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hoping, the goal of one’s life, and even one’s religious desire.”28 In order to fully understand 

Man-Nam as a musical work, one must be fully aware of the inner meaning of the term and the 

socio-historic and cultural background surrounding its composition. 

 

3.3  Sonority in Man-Nam I 

 When listening to Man-Nam I, as stated earlier, one might easily associate the work with 

contemporary German musical aesthetics. However, a deeper analysis reveals that a number of 

Korean musical and cultural characteristics are present in the score. These include sonorities that 

imitate certain Korean traditional instruments and the historic and social backgrounds that are 

indirectly expressed through Pagh-Paan’s own compositional style.29  

 In the opening of the work, the composer attempts musically to conquer the fear inside 

her.30 The cello begins by playing a sustained pianissimo d-flat and is soon joined by the viola 

and violin. These introductory bars introduce a number of distinct rhythms and techniques such 

as vibrato glissando, microtone and pizzicato. Their use is consistent with the mood that is 

present in the strings (Example 3.1).  

 

 

 

 

                                                
 28 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, September 16, 2015). 
 29 Email interview with Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, October 28, 2015). 
 30 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
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Example 3.1 Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, mm. 1-4 

 

 The clarinet begins in measure 5, playing in the low register.31 It plays a written G with 

a microtone glissando that imitates a Daegeum’s buzzing sound. Pagh-Paan states the clarinetist 

should mix the instrument’s regular sound with air. The symbolism in this passage is that the 

unusual sonority in the clarinet represents a difficult or uncomfortable situation.32 

Example 3.2 Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, mm. 5-6 

 

 The second section of the piece portrays the tormenting circumstances that Pagh-Paan 

endured as an outsider in Germany, and how she had difficulty coping with this situation. She 

                                                
 31 Eun-Ha Kim. “A Study of Some Fundamental Principals in Younghi Pagh-Paan’s Music with an 
Analysis of Man Nam I für Klarinette und Streichtrio (1977).” Seoul, Korea: KERIS, 2007, 144. 
 32 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, March 10, 2016). 
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states, “The second part is flight into the sheltering solitude of mountains.”33 This section is 

scored for string trio, which can be interpreted as if the composer, represented by the clarinet, 

was hiding beyond the mountains. Kim mentions the inclusion of an indication in the second 

part, “äusserst zart,” a term originally used by Anton Webern that translates as ‘extremely 

delicate.’34 The second part has a very serene mood and incorporates a variety of detailed 

articulations. For example, in measures 31-32 of the cello part, the cellist is required to play 

sustaining harmonics and then play two ordinary notes (A-natural and A-flat) while sustaining 

the harmonics. This is very difficult to achieve due to the difference in bow pressure between the 

two notes. 

Example 3.3 Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Cello part, mm. 31-32  

 

The harmonics in the strings reflect their long and short sonorities work well together, but in a 

way are disassociated from the clarinet part. 

 Pagh-Paan indicates, “in the third part, the torturous struggle triggered within me by the 

culture shock is completely foregrounded.”35 The mood, which significantly differs from the 

previous part, has a strong and vigorous quality (subito agitato). The clarinet re-enters by this 

point and, in fact, has the main melodic line. This section features a series of virtuosic techniques 

that are extremely demanding for the clarinetist. These include flatter tonguing with a finger trill 

                                                
 33 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
 34 Kim, 146. 
 35 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
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in the altissimo register and several curving legato glissandi. It also portrays certain contrasts 

and conflicts with the string instruments. A number of fermatas appear in this section, and this 

represents that Pagh-Paan is striving for a certain degree of freedom. There are also passages that 

could be considered chaotic. An example of this can be seen beginning in measure 49 and ending 

at the cello cadenza in measure 72 where the clarinet seems to be in direct confrontation with the 

string trio. Pagh-Paan gradually incorporates cohesive rhythmic patterns and systemically 

achieves a balance between the clarinet and the strings.36 The third part concludes with a cello 

cadenza, which serves as a bridge to the fourth section of the work. 

 The fourth part is the most representative section in terms of the inclusion of Korean 

musical traditions. The cello plays pizzicato throughout which symbolizes the Korean drum 

Janggu. Another characteristic of Korean music is the use of heterophony. Korean music lacks a 

vertical or blocked chord system; horizontal heterophony forms the basis for the Korean 

harmonic system.37 In this case, the heterophony present in the score can be directly associated 

with Jeongak (Korean Court Music). In Jeongak, the instruments freely play a limited number of 

notes while the flowing melodic lines incorporate a variety of dynamics and articulations.38 

Pagh-Paan states, “In this final part, the four instrumental voices are conceived as fundamentally 

independent.”39 This section depicts a different mood compared with the three previous parts. 

The composer is finally able to conquer her daily struggles as she adapts to a new country, 

culture and music. Pagh-Paan finds a coherent and inspired way to merge Korean traditions with 

European music. 

                                                
 36 Kim, 147. 
 37 En-Soo Kang. The Voice Within Myself, 57. 
 38 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, March 10, 2016). 
 39 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRADITIONAL KOREAN INSTRUMENTS AND THE CLARINET 

 Musicians must familiarize themselves with the country and culture of the different 

composers whose works they perform. Here, it is necessary to consider the importance of the 

clarinet and its relationship to Korean instruments. Pagh-Paan uses the instrument’s wide range 

of sonorities to blend Eastern and Western compositional stylistic effects. According to Michael 

Christopher Caputo, “The great assortment of clarinet sounds are realized through the following 

techniques: dynamic changes, trills, vibrato, and ornamentation of long tones with grace notes, 

multiphonics and flatter tonguing.”40 There are several techniques that allow Western 

instruments to imitate the sound of their traditional Korean counterparts. According to my 

conversation with the composer, the clarinet’s sound can be compared with three traditional 

Korean wind instruments: Piri, Daegeum, and Taepyeongso.41 Interestingly, these Korean 

instruments share a similar range, timbre and keywork with the clarinet. The composer states 

with regard to Man-Nam I, the “fourth and final part turns more strongly towards Korean 

tradition.”42 In addition to the clarinet, in this final part Pagh-Paan also uses cello pizzicato to 

imitate the sound and characteristic rhythms used by Korean percussion instruments.  

 

4.1 Korean Wind Instruments  

 The clarinet has the widest range among woodwind instruments, spanning from D 3 to 

B-flat 6. The color and timbre produced by the instrument has certain unique characteristics. 

Based on the composer’s opinion of the clarinet’s sound, I investigated similarities and 
                                                
 40 Michael Christopher Caputo. Contemporary Korean Solo Clarinet Music: Analysis with Performance 
Recommendations of Three Compositions (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1998), 103. 
 41 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, September 18, 2015). 
 42 Pagh-Paan’s Webpage. 
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differences in terms of timbre, color and performance practice between the clarinet and the three 

aforementioned Korean wind instruments. 

 The Daegeum is a type of transverse flute made of bamboo43 that is 80 to 85 centimeters 

long. It produces a firm, rich and unique buzzing sound that is very pleasing to Korean people.44 

According to Howard, the “Daegeum has three distinct ranges: low; medium, overblown at the 

octave; and high, overblown at the 12th.”45 Interestingly, the clarinet also overblows at the 12th, 

the same interval in the high range as the Daegeum. 

 Figure 4.1. The Daegeum 

 

 Clarinetists can interpret Man-Nam I more accurately through a deeper understanding of 

the Daegeum’s sound and technique. For example, in measure 13 of the last part (Example 4.1), 

the vibrato with smorzando of the clarinet seems to imitate the vibrating sound of the Daegeum. 

Here, it is important to mention the very interesting notation of smorzando. The sextuplets have 

different colors, expressed through black and white consecutive notes. Pagh-Paan’s unusual 

                                                
 43 Maria K. Seo. Current Research in Ethnomusicology. Vol. 8; Hanyang Kut: Korean Shaman Ritual 
Music from Seoul. (New York & London: Rutledge, 2002), 128. 
 44 Ibid.,129. 
 45 Howard. Korean Musical Instruments, 45. 
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notation serves the purpose of allowing the performer to produce different colors; this technique 

is often referred to as “diaphragm vibrato.”46 

Example 4.1. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, m.13 

 

 Shaking the instrument produces vibrato in the Daegeum. In Korean Musical 

Instruments, Howard states that “vibrato (in the Daegeum) can also be produced by bobbing the 

head up and down.”47 In measures 14-15, Pagh-Paan writes the following expressive text in the 

clarinet part: ‘Ton mit Nebenluft’ (tone with supplementary air). In an interview, she later stated 

that this refers to “opening one’s lips’ left and right in order to create the mixed noisy sound of 

air and breath.48 

Example 4.2. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Clarinet part, mm.14-15 

 

                                                
 46 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, March 10, 2016). 
 47 Howard. Korean Musical Instruments, 45 
 48 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, March 10, 2016). 
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 Another special technique involves changing embouchure pressure, as well as altering 

fingerings to produce a finger vibrato glissando (Examples 4.3, 4.4). This requires altering the 

embouchure, and results in a deviation of pitch and timbre. In other words, controlling the lip’s 

pressure can produce sounds similar to those of traditional Korean instruments.49 

Example 4.3. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Clarinet part, mm. 74-80 

 

Example 4.4. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Clarinet part, mm. 150-158 

 

 The Piri is a cylindrical double-reed wind instrument. For many people living in the 

Korean countryside, the sound of the Piri is the one among all Korean instruments that most 

resembles the human voice.50 It is made of a length of bamboo and is about 25 cm in length and 

1.25 cm in diameter. It has eight holes, seven in the front and one in the back, which is used by 

the thumb.  

 There are three kinds of Piris: the Dang piri (Chinese oboe), which can vary in size and 

is used in tangak (non-ritual music whose origin lies in Chinese songs)51; the Hyang piri (native 

                                                
 49 Caputo. Contemporary Korean Solo Clarinet Music, 119. 
 50 Howard. Korean Musical Instrument, 51.  
 51 Ibid,72. 
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oboe), which generally has the leading part in court ensembles because of its powerful sound; 

and Se piri, which is slender and produces a softer sound.52 

Figure 4.2. Dang Piri, Hyang Piri and Se Piri of South Korea 

 

 The vibrato of the Piri is somewhat different from that of the Daegeum. It is produced 

by a movement of the lips and control of the air in the cheeks.53 In measures 136-143 of Man-

Nam I, the clarinet plays several G#’s that include a symbol of an upward facing arrow. Here, 

Pagh-Paan notes that pitch should be changed by using different fingers; this is called a “finger 

vibrato.” In this passage, the timbre of the clarinet attempts to closely resemble that of the Piri 

(Example 4.5). It involves pitch inflection, a central concept of Asian traditional music.54  

 

 

 

 

                                                
 52 Keith Pratt. Korean Music: Its History and its Performance =[Tongguk chi ak]. (London & Seoul, 
Korea: Faber Music in association with Jun Eum Sa Pub. Corp., 1987), 77-78. 
 53 Ibid., 78. 
 54 Caputo, 109. 
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Example 4.5. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, mm. 136-143 

 

 Ornamentation is one of the most characteristic and essential elements in traditional 

Korean music. It is typically featured in Korean wind instruments. The ornamentations found in 

the clarinet part are also related to those used by traditional Korean instruments. In the case of 

measures 43-44 and 61, the clarinet once again imitates the sound of the Piri. 

Example 4.6. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Clarinet part, mm. 43-44 

 

Example 4.7. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, Clarinet part, m. 61 
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 The legato glissandi in the clarinet that Pagh-Paan applied in third part of Man-Nam I 

are similar to those of the Taepyeongso, a conical oboe with a metallic bell. The body of the 

instrument is made of citron or yellow mulberry wood and measures about 47 cm. long. The 

double reed made of a small bamboo can be put atop a metal pipe above the wooden body. The 

sound of the Taepyeongso is extremely distinct among other Korean wind instruments, 

producing a piercing and unique sound in its high register. As such, it usually has a leading role, 

playing the melody in folk bands;55 it is also used for improvisation, or playing different types of 

glissandi and ornamentations, which are popular in Korean music.  

Figure 4.3. The Taepyeongso 

 

  

 In measures 55-56 (see Example 4.8 below), the clarinet plays a legato glissando, an 

extended technique used in contemporary music. Caputo states, “Twentieth century 

compositional techniques are also part of the performance style of Korea’s traditional music.”56 

In this particular passage, Pagh-Paan uses it in the high register of the clarinet so that the sound 

produced is very much sharp, piercing and tough, rather than refined; it has improvisational 

                                                
 55 Howard. Korean Musical Instrument, 54. 
 56 Caputo, 103. 
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characteristics. The composer notes, “Changing the embouchure pressure allows the sound to 

resemble a shriek or loud scream.”57  

Example 4.8. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I, mm. 55-56 

 

 This technique (legato glissando) is extensively used in contemporary music and jazz. It 

appears, for instance, in Scott McAllister’s Black Dog, a rhapsody for a solo clarinet and wind 

ensemble. This is a representative work of contemporary music featuring a versatile clarinet 

part.58 The technique is used twice in the piece, in measures 136-137; the sound is intended to 

depict a dog’s howling. Even though the concepts behind these distinct sonorities are very 

different in contemporary Western music and traditional Korean music, the resulting sound is 

very similar to each other in terms of the legato glissando technique. This is another example of 

encounter (Man-Nam) between Korean traditional and Western contemporary techniques.   

 

 

                                                
 57 Email message from Younghi Pagh-Paan (personal communication, March 10, 2016). 
 58 Scott McAllister. “Black Dog.” Available at: http://www.lydmusic.com/Lydmusic/Black_Dog.html 
(Accessed March 20, 2016). 
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Example 4.9. Scott McAllister, Black Dog, mm. 136-137  

 

 In conclusion, pitch bends, “diaphragm vibrato”, “finger vibrato,” the use of an 

extensive range, and the versatility of the clarinet are expertly used in Man-Nam I to imitate the 

sounds of the Daegeum, Piri and Taepyeongso.  

 

4.2  Rhythmic Patterns used by the Korean Drum Janggu 

 As noted earlier, the cello, which plays a repetitive rhythmic pattern in this section, takes 

on a role similar to that of the Janggu, an hourglass-shaped drum used in Korean traditional 

music. In addition, the timbre produced by the cello’s pizzicato can also be comparable to the 

sound produced by the Janggu (Figure 4.4). 

 The word Janggu, or Janggo, (杖鼓) consists of two Sino-Korean words, Jang (杖), 

which means ‘stick’ and go (鼓), which means ‘drum.’59 Janggu drums have different sizes, 

depending on the musical genre for which they are being used. For example, a large Janggu, 

accompanied by Pansori60 or Sanjo (solo instruments), is used for Jeongak (Korean Court 

Music) and for aristocratic chamber music. It has a richer sound than the small Janggu, which is 

                                                
 59 Maria K. Seo, Current Research in Ethnomusicology, 123. 

 60 John O. Robison, Korean Women Composers and Their Music, 378. “Pansori: a dramatic vocal genre 
including song, narration, and miming gestures, sung by either a solo male or female singer and accompanied by a 
drummer.” 
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most often used in folk music. The size can vary depending on the player, and whether the 

person plays standing or sitting.61  

Figure 4.4. Structural components of Janggu62 

 

 The Janggu has two heads (soundboards), which are made of animal skin; these are 

played with either sticks or a bare hand. The left head is named kung-pyeon and the right head is 

named chae-pyeon. The player usually strikes the left head with the palm and the right head with 

a bamboo stick called yul-chae. However, if a louder bass sound is needed, a thick wooden 

mallet called kung-chae63 can be used to hit the left head.   

 Rhythm is a vital element of Korean traditional music. The Korean musical term, 

Changdan64 refers to rhythmic cycles or repeated patterns used in court and folk genres.65 

                                                
 61 Seo, 124. 
 62 “Korean Instruments”, in Daum, Available at: 
http://blog.daum.net/_blog/BlogTypeView.do?blogid=0DDWM&articleno=5&categoryId=0&regdt=201306081006
49 (accessed January 19, 2016). 
 63 Soomin Lee. Go-Hyang (Ancestral Home) by David Burge: A Performer’s Guide To Integrating 
Korean Musical And Cultural Aspects (DMA Dissertation, University of North Texas, 2012), 19. 
 64 Robison, 375. “Changdan is the term for a rhythmic cycle in Korean music; the factors determining 
each Changdan are meter, accent and tempo.” 
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Playing the Janggu produces the Changdan which provides steady and continuous beats to 

singers or players. This is rather different from Western musical terms such as tempo or meter, 

although it is a combination of these and other components.66 There are three kinds of 

Changdan: chinyang (slow), chungjungmori (moderate), and chajinmori (fast). 

 Changdan is notated in Chôngganbo, a traditional musical notation system67 that 

consists of a linear matrix on which the notes are entered from top to bottom and right to left. 

Each line normally includes 16 squares and each square represents one beat.68 The following 

table indicates the basic Janggu notations (symbols), which are used in Chôngganbo.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
 65 Howard. Korean Musical Instrument, 55. 
 66 Pratt, 58. 
 67 Seo, 166. 
 68 Pratt, 62. 
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Table 4.1. The Basic Drum Strokes in Janggu69 

 

 Pagh-Paan used various pizzicatos for cello in the fourth section, and each can be 

comparable with the various strokes of Changdan. When cellists play the pizzicatos, they can 

imitate various sounds produced by Janggu, depending on the style and performance technique 

of each stroke. As seen in Example 4.8, a double stop pizzicato relates to Ttong (3), a pizzicato 

with a slur relates to kung (2), a pizzicato with staccato relates to ttak (4), and a pizzicato with a 

secco staccato relates to tak (1).  

 

 

                                                
 69 Seo, 167. 
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Example 4.10. Pagh-Paan, Man-Nam I mm. 136-142 

 

 To be specific, ttong (3) refers to striking the right and left heads of Janggu at same time 

in a way that the sound produced is loud and energetic. In addition, hap is mostly placed on the 

very first beat of each Changdan. Kung (2) is a verbal notation indicating the performer to strike 

the left head of Janggu with either the left palm or kunggul ch’ae (a wooden mallet), so that the 

sound produced is loud or soft. Ttak (4) instructs the player to strike the right head of Janggu 

with a youlch’ae (a bamboo stick), in order for the sound produced to be lighter and higher than 

kung. Finally, tak (1) involves the light and short striking of the right head of Janggu, which 

creates a shorter and drier sound than ttak. It is also important to note that the right side stick 

mostly performs faster rhythmic units, such as sixteenth notes or grace notes.  
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 Younghi Pagh-Paan is an internationally renowned contemporary Korean-German 

composer. While her music has been strongly influenced by German contemporary musical 

aesthetics, her compositions also possess Korean musical and cultural influences.70 In her works, 

Pagh-Paan employs Western instruments and musical languages that incorporate contemporary 

techniques such as vibratos, flatter tonguing, pitch bends, and legato glissandi. These effects are 

thought to imitate the sounds created by traditional Korean instruments.  

 Man-Nam I, for clarinet and string trio, was the second work that Pagh-Paan composed 

following her move from Korea to Germany. The piece includes many sounds representative of 

traditional Korean instruments, along with significant symbolism of the sociological background, 

culture and history of Korean people.  

 Pagh-Paan composed Man-Nam I (Encounter) inspired by the Korean poem Longing 

Mother (思親). She has always expressed a sense of longing for her mother and her home 

country. The meaning of Man-Nam cannot be fully explained or expressed solely by the word 

“encounter.” In order to fully understand Man-Nam I, one must be fully aware of the inner 

meaning of the term and the cultural background surrounding its composition. 

 In my interview with Pagh-Paan, she discussed the significance of the clarinet’s sound as 

being reminiscent of three traditional Korean wind instruments: Piri, Daegeum and 

Taepyeongso. The finger-vibrato in Man-Nam I closely resembles the sound of the Piri 

(Examples 4.4, 4.5), while the jaw and diaphragm vibrato with smorzando of the clarinet imitates 

the buzzing sonority of the Daegeum (Examples 4.1, 4.2). The sound and characteristics of 

                                                
 70 Howard. Creating Korean Music, 143. 
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legato glissando in the clarinet are similar to those of the Taepyeongso (Example 4.6). An 

additional Korean element is used in the final section when the cello plays a rhythmic pizzicato 

pattern characteristic of the Korean drum Janggu. 

 In conclusion, Pagh-Paan’s works are seldom played or studied in the United States, 

contrasting the success and frequency of performance her compositions receive in Germany and 

other European and Asian countries. This study of Man-Nam I focuses on unraveling hidden 

elements of Korean traditional music and culture, and addresses the need for the performers to 

understand its rich Korean influences in order to reach a deeper interpretation of Pagh-Paan’s 

work. 
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